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Chapter 1 : Genetic Mutation Worksheet Answers
Gene and chromosome mutation worksheet (reference pgs. 239-240 in modern biology textbook) 1 alterations
of chromosome number or structure cause some genetic disorders large-scale chromosomal alterations often
lead to spontaneous abortions or cause a variety ofDna - genetic mutations worksheet 1. dna is the hereditary
material that determines many things about us, from the structure of our hand to how we receive information
about the world. dna can be found in almost every cell in our body. dna can be used to identify someone
because each individual has a unique dna makeup. 2. here is a section of dna.Genetic mutation worksheet
information regarding your patient's genetic testing based on the results of the genetic test, what type of
mutation (or genotype) does this patient have? please use this worksheet as a guide to understand whether your
patient is appropriate for therapy.Name _____ date _____ period _____ mutations worksheet (answers) there
are several types of mutation: deletion (a base is lost) the mutation causes the red blood cells to become stiff
and sickle-shaped when they release their oxygen. the sickled cells tend to get stuck in blood vessels,C. what
type of mutation does this demonstrate? _____ d. what are the different causes of this type of mutation? _____
6. you have a dna sequence that codes for a protein and is 105 nucleotides long. a frameshift mutation occurs
at the 85th base- how many amino acids will be correct in this protein? 7.Point mutation – silent mutation. if
there was no effect on the protein coded by the gene, then the amino acid sequence must have been the same
as the original sequence. therefore the mutation must have been a point mutation resulting in a codon that
encoded the same amino acid as the original amino acid.There are several types of genetic mutations: deletion
(a base is lost) substitutions cause point mutations. if a substitution changes the amino acid, it’s called a
missense point mutation. if a substitution does not change the amino acid, it’s called a silent point mutation.
mutations worksheetWorksheet iii (selected answers) 2 1. what is a karyotype? you did this in lab! 2. what are
homologous chromosomes? chromosome s that are similar in size, shape, and genetic material. one
homologue is inherited from mom. one from dad. homologous chrom osomes are separated in meiosis when
gametes form. humans have 23 pairs of homologous
Introduction: dna is genetic material made of nucleotides. last unit we saw how proteins were created through
transcription (dna mrna) and translation (mrna linked amino acids). each student will pick a slip of paper and
complete the worksheet for the specific mutation they drew, by following the instructions below. 6. no student
in a group Genetic mind reader answer key concept answer 1. a chromosome map of a species shows the
specific position of its known genes and/or markers relative to each other. 2. genetic map 3. the number of
genes in human dna. 3. about 30,000 4. the techniques used to manipulate genes in an permanent structural
alteration in dna. 14. mutation 15
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